Press release

Advanced Signal Distribution Solutions and Ergonomic Devices with
5 Years Warranty from Digitus
January 2020 – Assmann Electronic presents solutions for signal distribution and
ergonomic workplaces according to the latest standards under the Digitus brand at this
year´s exhibition Integrated Systems Europe in Amsterdam.
The brand's broad portfolio in the field of signal distribution has been developed to transmit
high-resolution content over long distances. The ergonomic products from Digitus meet the
individual needs of users in the modern working world. Both areas work hand in hand when
modern office concepts and complex infrastructures with great demands on quality and
functionality are required.
For sophisticated signal distribution projects Digitus offers video extender, converter,
splitter, switches and matrices. The products are specialized in distributing signals without
losing quality over long distances. Signal extenders from Digitus, for example, enable signal
transmission over many technologies, such as: HDBaseT™, CAT cable, IP, fibre optics, and
wireless. The brand has extended its range to include wireless technology and is now
presenting this at the exhibition.
In the field of ergonomics, the manufacturer is presenting in particular its electrically heightadjustable table frames, which are offered with a 5-year manufacturer's warranty. This
guarantee goes beyond the legal warranty, because Digitus is convinced of the long-term
quality of the mechanics and electronics. To provide ideal solutions for complete,
ergonomically designed workstations, Digitus also offers matching table, wall and
combination brackets, monitor risers, cable management equipment, and accessories.
Meet Assmann Electronic in hall 14 at booth E-120 to learn more about Digitus products and
solutions in both areas.

About Assmann Electronic GmbH
Assmann Electronic GmbH is a globally operating manufacturer of high-quality products for
data network technology, network infrastructure, audio and video as well as ergonomic
solutions. Today, the German Assmann Electronic GmbH and the 10 international
subsidiaries operate under the roof of Assmann Holding GmbH.
Today firmly anchored in the international world market, worldwide logistics concepts and
partnerships allow Assmann Electronic to distribute the products of its brand Digitus on all
continents. For more than 25 years, the Digitus brand has stood for technically advanced
products, environmentally friendly product management and future-oriented solutions.

